Expo Programme
(as of 3 June 2019)
The organiser reserves the right to introduce changes to the Expo programme.

6.06.2019 – Thursday, VIP DAY
10.00 – 17.00

The exhibition open to the public, no admission fee, on-site visitors registration required

11.00

The Expo gala opening ceremony attended by the guests of honour
- Omega Congress Hall at the Congress Centre
11.30 - 11.45 Dynamic demonstrations - Voivodeship Headquarters of State Fire Services - outdoor expo grounds
behind the G Expo Hall ZONE I
11.30 – 13.00 Official visit of the guests of honour to the Exhibition
14.00 - 17.00 PSP State Fire Services Commanders Briefings - Municipal Headquarters, part1 (the following
provinces: Świętokrzyskie, Mazovia, Lodz, Lublin, Małopolska, Silesia, Podkarpacie and Opole) Congress Centre,
OMEGA hall
CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS
10.00 - 12.00 "Indoor fire trainer training simulator - theory" - organiser: OLC Fire, G1 conference hall
10.00 – 12.00 “Gas training simulator - theory - organiser: OLC Fire
10.00 - 12.15 Lecture on "Jet-stream water as a tactical priority" - organiser - Cfbt.pl, G2 conference hall
10:00 - 10:15 - an attack from outside, softening the target (15 minutes) - Witold Nocoń
10:20 - 10:40 - fire-fighting lances (20 minutes) - Marcin Kuźmiński
10:45 - 11:05 - HydroVent (20 minutes) - Szymon Kokot-Góra
11:10 - 11:40 - COBRA method: tactics, techniques, tools (30 minutes) - Bartosz Klich`
11:45 - 12:10 - Manual supplies of large water amounts - straight nozzles (25 minutes) - Szymon Kokot-Góra
12:15 - 12:55 Cancer prevention "Uniform is no armour" (40 min) - Witold Nocoń - Cfbt.pl organiser, room G2
13.30 - 17.00 The Directors of Voivodeship ZOSP Branches Briefing - Lambda + Kappa conference hall
Dynamic demonstrations 10.00 - 17.00 - outdoor expo grounds:
ZONE I
11.30 -11.45
12.30
13.30, 15.00
14.00

Dynamic show presentation - organiser Provincial Headquarters / Municipal Headquarters of the
State Fire Services
Demonstration of fire-fighting vehicles - the organizer of Rosenbauer
Live demonstrations - training grounds application - organiser - Fire Max
Poland's Motorcycle Rescue Foundation - a simulation with the use of a motorcycle

ZONE II - OLC Fire
10:00 - 12:00 Door force–open simulator - practical session - organiser - Open to Save
12.00 - 15.00 Gas training simulator - workshop - practical session - organizer of OLC Fire
10.00 - 12.00 Indoor fire training simulator - practical session - organiser: OLC Fire
11.00 - 12.00 A demonstration of the use of Paratech vehicle stabilization system - the organizer of Kadimex SA
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12.30 - 13.30 Presentation of MIST-TECH mist extinguishing systems - organiser - Mist-Tech , sponsor: Kadimex SA
11.00 - 12.00 A demonstration of the use of Paratech vehicle stabilization system followed with hands–on
experience - the organiser of Kadimex SA

ZONE III - cfbt.pl
12.00 - 16.00 CFBT - Compartment (Interior) Fire Fighting: professional, modern, science-base and wise - organiser Cfbt.pl
12:00 - 12:30 Work of the two-person fire squads in the fire environment (wise use water, manual supplies
of large water amounts, thermo vision for search and rescue)
12:30 - 13:00 - softening the target / cancer prevention
13:30 - 14:00 - extinguishing lance / cancer prevention
14:00 - 14:30 - HydroVent / cancer prevention
14:30 - 15:00 - COBRA method (live demonstration by certified instructors) / cancer prevention
15:00 - 16:00 - "FREESTYLE" exercise - live discussion with visitors and joint exercise scenario arrangement /
cancer prevention

14:30 - 15:00 A demonstration of safe work at heights and evacuation of a casualty from a height with the use of a
high-altitude rescue set - start-time to be confirmed, live demonstrations at the exhibitor's expo stand - organiser ASSECURO, expo stand ZF-7

The expo programme also includes extra events and activities






EDUCATIONAL ZONE FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND PROTECTION - G expo hall:
· Experts from various institutions designed to enhance and promote occupational health and safety available for
consultations (Social Insurance Institution, WOMP Voivodeship Occupational Medicine Outpatients Clinics, the
Association of Occupational Health and Safety Services Providers, emergency medical services, employers' associations).
· Medical rescue and physiotherapy demonstrations, doctors and paramedics available for consultations.
· personal protective equipment exhibition,
· presentations of instructional videos of the National Labour Inspectorate
· knowledge competitions about labour law and OSH targeted at the public and high school students (knowledge quiz on
occupational health and safety and pre-medical rescue)
The PSP KG expo stand - Central Firefighting Museum . G-1 expo stand, - the showcase for mobile fire hazard
simulators: a single-family building. a public utility building and fire-threats in forests. These smart models and mockups are a dynamic way of fire risks
and other possible dangerous occurrences presentations. The cameras installed in the building make it possible to be
an active actor of dangerous situations with the use of virtual reality.
The "Swedish Mission - on the line of fire" photo exhibition by Piotr Zwarycz

7.06.2019 - Friday
10.00 – 17.00

The exhibition open to the public, no admission fee, on-site visitors registration required

9.30 - 14.30
10.00 - 13.00

Fire protection training for fire protection specialists - Kappa conference hall
PSP State Fire Services Commanders Briefings - Municipal Headquarters, part 2- the following
provinces: Lower Silesia, Lubuskie, West Pomeranian, Pomeranian, Wielkopolska, KuyavianPomeranian, Warmian-Masurian, and Podlasie) - Congress Centre,Omega Hall

CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS
10.00 - 12.00 "Indoor fire trainer training simulator - theory" - organiser: OLC Fire, G1 conference hall
10.00 – 12.00 “Gas training simulator - theory - organiser: OLC Fire
10.00 - 12.15 Lecture on "Jet-stream water as a tactical priority" - organiser - Cfbt.pl, G2 conference hall
10:00 - 10:15 - an attack from outside, softening the target (15 minutes) - Witold Nocoń
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10:20 - 10:40 - fire fighting lances (20 minutes) - Marcin Kuźmiński
10:45 - 11:05 - HydroVent (20 minutes) - Szymon Kokot-Góra
11:10 - 11:40 - COBRA method: tactics, techniques, tools (30 minutes) - Bartosz Klich`
11:45 - 12:10 - Manual supplies of large water amounts - straight nozzles (25 minutes) - Szymon Kokot-Góra
11.00 - 12.00 Lecture on hydrants measurements - organiser:BIATECH LLC, SIGMA conference hall
12:15 - 12:55 Cancer prevention "Uniform is no armour" (40 min) - Witold Nocoń - Cfbt.pl organiser, room G2
Dynamic demonstrations 10.00 - 17.00 - outdoor expo grounds:
ZONE I
10.00 Poland's Motorcycle Rescue Foundation - a simulation with the use of a motorcycle
11.00, 13.30, 15.00 Live demonstrations - training grounds application - organiser - Fire Max
11.30 – 12:30 Demonstration of fire-fighting vehicles - the organizer of Rosenbauer
Little firefighters from Stąporków
ZONE II - OLC Fire
10:00 - 12:00 Door force–open simulator - practical session - organiser - Open to Save
12.00 - 15.00 Gas training simulator - workshop - practical session - organizer of OLC Fire
10.00 - 12.00 Indoor fire training simulator - practical session - organiser: OLC Fire
11.00 - 12.00 A demonstration of the use of Paratech vehicle stabilization system - the organizer of Kadimex SA
12.30 - 13.30 Presentation of MIST-TECH mist extinguishing systems - organiser - Mist-Tech , sponsor: Kadimex SA
11.00 - 12.00 A demonstration of the use of Paratech vehicle stabilization system followed with hands–on
experience - the organiser of Kadimex SA
ZONE III - cfbt.pl
12.00 - 16.00 CFBT - Compartment (Interior) Fire Fighting: professional, modern, science-base and wise - organiser Cfbt.pl
12:00 - 12:30 Work of the two-person fire squads in the fire environment (wise use water, manual supplies
of large water amounts, thermo vision for search and rescue)
12:30 - 13:00 - softening the target / cancer prevention
13:30 - 14:00 - extinguishing lance / cancer prevention
14:00 - 14:30 - HydroVent / cancer prevention
14:30 - 15:00 - COBRA method (live demonstration by certified instructors) / cancer prevention
15:00 - 16:00 - "FREESTYLE" exercise - live discussion with visitors and joint exercise scenario arrangement /
cancer prevention
ZONE IV
12.30 Live presentation - compressed foam application through a fire-fighting gun and fire-fighting lines from a GBA
3/16 truck - organiser - Schmitz One Seven
14.30 – 15.00 A demonstration of safe work at heights and evacuation of a casualty from a height with the use of a
high-altitude rescue set - start-time to be confirmed, live demonstrations at the exhibitor's expo stand - organiser ASSECURO, expo stand ZF-7

The expo programme also includes extra events and activities




EDUCATIONAL ZONE FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND PROTECTION - G expo hall:
· Experts from various institutions designed to enhance and promote occupational health and safety available for
consultations (Social Insurance Institution, WOMP Voivodeship Occupational Medicine Outpatients Clinics, the
Association of Occupational Health and Safety Services Providers, emergency medical services, employers' associations).
· Medical rescue and physiotherapy demonstrations, doctors and paramedics available for consultations.
· personal protective equipment exhibition,
· presentations of instructional videos of the National Labour Inspectorate
· knowledge competitions about labour law and OSH targeted at the public and high school students (knowledge quiz on
occupational health and safety and pre-medical rescue)
The PSP KG expo stand - Central Firefighting Museum . G-1 expo stand, - the showcase for mobile fire hazard
simulators: a single-family building. a public utility building and fire-threats in forests. These smart models and mock-
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ups are a dynamic way of fire risks
and other possible dangerous occurrences presentations. The cameras installed in the building make it possible to be
an active actor of dangerous situations with the use of virtual reality.
The "Swedish Mission - on the line of fire" photo exhibition by Piotr Zwarycz

8.06.2019 - Saturday, The Voluntary Fire Brigades Day
10.00 – 15.00

The exhibition open to the public, no admission fee, on-site visitors registration required

9.00-14.00 Voluntary Fire Brigades Competition - outdoor expo grounds behind the G Expo Hall
Dynamic demonstrations - outdoor expo grounds
ZONE I
10.00 Poland's Motorcycle Rescue Foundation - a simulation with the use of a motorcycle
10:30 - 11:30 - Rescue dogs shows - Ula Kołodziejczyk
11.30 Demonstration of fire-fighting vehicles - the organizer of Rosenbauer

A demonstration of safe work at heights and evacuation of a casualty from a height with the use of a high-altitude
rescue set- start-time to be confirmed, live demonstrations at the exhibitor's expo stand - organiser - ASSECURO,
expo stand ZF-7
The expo programme also includes extra events and activities






EDUCATIONAL ZONE FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND PROTECTION - G expo hall:
· Experts from various institutions designed to enhance and promote occupational health and safety available for
consultations (Social Insurance Institution, WOMP Voivodeship Occupational Medicine Outpatients Clinics, the
Association of Occupational Health and Safety Services Providers, emergency medical services, employers' associations).
· Medical rescue and physiotherapy demonstrations, doctors and paramedics available for consultations.
· personal protective equipment exhibition,
· presentations of instructional videos of the National Labour Inspectorate
· knowledge competitions about labour law and OSH targeted at the public and high school students (knowledge quiz on
occupational health and safety and pre-medical rescue)
The PSP KG expo stand - Central Firefighting Museum . G-1 expo stand, - the showcase for mobile fire hazard
simulators: a single-family building. a public utility building and fire-threats in forests. These smart models and mockups are a dynamic way of fire risks
and other possible dangerous occurrences presentations. The cameras installed in the building make it possible to be
an active actor of dangerous situations with the use of virtual reality.
The "Swedish Mission - on the line of fire" photo exhibition by Piotr Zwarycz
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